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                      2005 STANISLAUS CLASSIC - 4/9/2005                       
                                CSU STANISLAUS                                 
                                    Results                                    
 
Women 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
        MEET: $ 11.89  1997        TRINITY DAVIS, MERRITT JC                   
    NCAA "A": ! 11.50                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 12.10                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Venable, Jocelyn             Csu Stanislaus           12.41   1.4  1 
  2 Hall, Kavina                 San Francisco ST         12.53   1.4  1 
  3 Grant, Mashari               Csu Stanislaus           12.57   1.4  1 
  4 Vega, Antonia                Modesto JC               12.81   1.4  1 
  5 Sanders, Christina           Chabot                   12.83   2.0  2 
  6 Sechler, Roxanne             Sonoma State             13.06   1.4  1 
  7 Smith, Sherri                Chabot                   13.46   2.0  2 
  8 Fisher, Tiffany              Modesto JC               13.54   1.4  1 
  9 Ratfield, Katie              Unat MC                  13.71   1.4  1 
 10 Young, Christina             San Francisco ST         13.77   2.0  2 
 11 Burcu, Darst                 Unattached               13.86   2.0  2 
 12 Chambers, Crystal            San Francisco ST         14.01   2.0  2 
 13 Miller, Suzanne              San Francisco ST         14.17   2.0  2 
 14 Thaler, Courtney             Unattached               14.24   2.0  2 
 15 Wang, Mary                   Unattached               14.26   1.4  1 
 16 Lopez, Roxanne               Modesto JC               14.77   2.0  2 
 
Women 200 Meter Run
========================================================================
        MEET: $ 23.84  1992        MICHELE FELDER, UNAT                        
    NCAA "A": ! 23.80                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 24.90                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Hall, Kavina                 San Francisco ST         25.21   0.8  1 
  2 Spears, Charissa             Csu Stanislaus           25.23   0.8  1 
  3 Venable, Jocelyn             Csu Stanislaus           25.41   0.8  1 
  4 Owens, Whitney               San Francisco ST         25.59   0.8  1 
  5 Grant, Mashari               Csu Stanislaus           25.94   1.5  2 
  6 Sanders, Christina           Chabot                   26.35   0.8  1 
  7 Bledsoe, Aziza               San Francisco ST         26.46   1.5  2 
  8 Duchala, Savanah             Modesto JC               26.84   1.5  2 
  9 Sechler, Roxanne             Sonoma State             26.99   1.5  2 
 10 Kain, Liz                    Sonoma State             27.04   0.8  1 
 11 Howze, Cecily                Unattached               27.27   1.0  3 
 12 Roberson, Aloria             Unattached               27.60   1.5  2 
 13 Brown, Simone                Unattached               27.66   1.5  2 
 14 Fisher, Tiffany              Modesto JC               27.93   1.0  3 
 15 Top, Brittany                Unat MC                  28.28   1.5  2 
 16 Smith, Sherri                Chabot                   28.32   1.5  2 
 17 Bermudez, Haley              Csu Stanislaus           28.41   1.0  3 
 18 Miller, Suzanne              San Francisco ST         28.46   1.0  3 
 18 White, Ronnell               Modesto JC               28.46   2.5  4 
 20 Ratfield, Katie              Unat MC                  28.66   1.0  3 
 21 Ikpo, Nkechi                 Modesto JC               28.80   1.0  3 
 22 Hoekstra, Anne               Csu Stanislaus           28.88   1.0  3 
 23 Chambers, Crystal            San Francisco ST         29.04   1.0  3 
 24 Hoxie, Sarah                 San Francisco ST         29.19   2.5  4 
 25 Lopez, Roxanne               Modesto JC               30.40   2.5  4 
 
Women 400 Meter Run
===================================================================
        MEET: $ 54.00  1998        MAYA GREENE, UNAT                           
    NCAA "A": ! 54.00                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 56.60                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Hunt, Erin                   Csu Stanislaus           57.83   1 
  2 Duchala, Savanah             Modesto JC               58.51   1 
  3 Owens, Whitney               San Francisco ST         59.25   1 
  4 Harvey, Klanice              Ccsf                   1:00.97   1 
  5 Kain, Liz                    Sonoma State           1:01.70   1 
  6 Howze, Cecily                Unattached             1:02.23   2 
  7 Manning, Raashida            Ccsf                   1:02.46   2 
  8 Erickson, Julie              Santa Clara            1:03.59   2 
  9 Brown, Simone                Unattached             1:03.61   2 
 10 Pogorele, Carrie             Santa Clara            1:05.09   2 
 11 Top, Brittany                Unat MC                1:05.53   1 
 12 Hoxie, Sarah                 San Francisco ST       1:05.63   2 
 13 Ikpo, Nkechi                 Modesto JC             1:05.76   2 
 14 Roberson, Aloria             Unattached             1:06.57   1 
 15 O'Keefe, Caitlin             Santa Clara            1:07.02   3 
 16 White, Ronnell               Modesto JC             1:07.84   3 
 17 Miura, Ayano                 UC Santa Cruz          1:08.39   2 
 18 Lee, Monique                 Csu Stanislaus         1:14.80   3 
 
Women 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
        MEET: $ 2:08.14  1995        SHANNON HARRIS, REEBOK AGGIES             
    NCAA "A": ! 2:08.00                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 2:15.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Guerrero, Patty              Csu Stanislaus         2:18.77   1 
  2 McCoy, Erin                  Modesto JC             2:21.58   1 
  3 Butler, Ashley               Ccsf                   2:27.89   1 
  4 Daum, Allison                Sonoma State           2:27.97   1 
  5 Roozlen, Andrea              Santa Clara            2:34.77   2 
  6 Truong, Ivy                  Ccsf                   2:35.22   2 
  7 Esparza, Kristen             Unattached             2:37.25   2 
  8 Frier, Kelly                 Csu Stanislaus         2:37.27   2 
  9 Tafolla, Denice              Modesto JC             2:51.54   3 
 10 Vanwinkle, Lorin             Chabot                 2:54.57   2 
 11 Simmons, Melissa             San Francisco ST       3:01.98   3 
 
Women 1500 Meter Run
================================================================
        MEET: $ 4:30.91  1991        CARRIE LUIS, CSU STANISLAUS               
    NCAA "A": ! 4:27.00                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 4:41.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Hansen, Karen                San Francisco ST       4:52.26  
  2 Bell, Shannon                Santa Clara            4:53.09  
  3 Dvorak, Desiree              Csu Stanislaus         4:54.28  
  4 Kelly, Sara                  Ctm TC                 4:58.26  
  5 Strong, Kiley                Santa Clara            5:04.11  
  6 Chaffin, Renee               Sonoma State           5:11.85  
  7 Truong, Ivy                  Ccsf                   5:17.83  
  8 Puetz, Adriane               Santa Clara            5:22.34  
  9 Lovio, Andrea                Humboldt State         5:34.83  
 10 Ferree, Rocio                Holy Names             6:00.01  
 
Women 3000 Meter Run
================================================================
        MEET: $ 10:21.30  1990        SUSAN CAREY, CSU STANISLAUS              
    NCAA "A": !  9:40.00                                                       
   NCAA  "B": % 10:18.00                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Ciraulo, Danielle            Csu Stanislaus        10:56.45  
  2 Kelly, Sara                  Ctm TC                10:58.38  
  3 Marimpietre, Blossom         Santa Clara           10:58.58  
  4 Swigart, Lauren              Santa Clara           11:04.88  
  5 Trenwalder, Jacqui           Sonoma State          11:09.61  
  6 Garcia, Geraldina            Csu Stanislaus        11:10.11  
  7 Vanzant, Linsey              Modesto JC            11:12.19  
  8 Solario, Jayde               Chabot                11:20.87  
  9 Dawney, Jessica              Sonoma State          11:31.19  
 10 Draper, Samantha             Modesto JC            11:42.68  
 11 Armedariz, Queriza           Modesto JC            11:52.00  
 12 Morse, Kristen               Santa Clara           12:09.65  
 13 Jimenez, Stephanie           Holy Names            12:43.77  
 
Women 100 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
        MEET: $ 14.14  1995        MONICA MISSICK, FRESNO STATE TC             
    NCAA "A": ! 13.80                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 14.65                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Nuriddin, Najma              San Francisco ST         15.24   NWI  1 
  2 Cook, Alena                  Sonoma State             15.54   NWI  1 
  3 Mitchell, Chaunte            Csu Stanislaus           16.14   NWI  1 
  4 Neely, Tamara                Unattached               16.84   NWI  1 
  5 Volosin, Kim                 Sonoma State             17.04   NWI  1 
  6 Burcu, Darst                 Unattached               17.23   NWI  2 
  7 Hoekstra, Anne               Csu Stanislaus           17.54   NWI  1 
  8 McKinney, Loretta            Csu Stanislaus           18.14   NWI  1 
  9 Haluck, Christina            Unattached               18.19   NWI  2 
 10 Bermudez, Haley              Csu Stanislaus           18.39   NWI  2 
 11 Allen, Jackie                Csu Stanislaus           19.53   NWI  2 
 12 Smith, Sherri                Chabot                   19.58   NWI  2 
 
Women 400 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
        MEET: $ 1:03.41  1989        ANNETTE SPEAR, SONOMA STATE               
    NCAA "A": !   59.00                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 1:03.30                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Slaton, Deanna               Unattached             1:00.65%  1 
  2 Cook, Alena                  Sonoma State           1:04.38   1 
  3 Tracey, Melissa              Modesto JC             1:06.90   1 
  4 Smith, Teri                  Sonoma State           1:07.21   1 
  5 Nuriddin, Najma              San Francisco ST       1:07.95   1 
  6 Volosin, Kim                 Sonoma State           1:10.33   1 
  7 Hoekstra, Anne               Csu Stanislaus         1:12.22   1 
  8 Pino, Desirae                Modesto JC             1:14.05   1 
  9 Middleton, Beth              Sonoma State           1:16.30   2 
 10 Brown, Kylie                 Unattached             1:19.26   2 
 
Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase
================================================================
        MEET: $ 12:30.31  2004        JENNY SANCHEZ, MODESTO JC                
    NCAA "A": ! 10:20.00                                                       
   NCAA  "B": % 11:27.00                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Thompson, Tehani             San Francisco ST      12:14.71$ 
  2 Solario, Jayde               Chabot                12:20.31$ 
  3 Greene, Kara                 Una Sac St.           12:32.45  
  4 Tafolla, Denice              Modesto JC            14:27.22  
 
Women 4x100 Meter Relay
================================================================
        MEET: $ 46.84  1995        FRESNO STATE, FSU TC                        
    NCAA "A": ! 45.50                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 47.50                                                          
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 San Francisco State  'A'                              48.45  
  2 Csu Stanislaus  'A'                                   48.50  
  3 Modesto Junior College  'A'                           49.68  
 
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
        MEET: $ 3:54.24  1995        FRESNO STATE, FRESNO STATE                
    NCAA "A": ! 3:42.00                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 3:52.00                                                        
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Csu Stanislaus  'A'                                 4:00.41   1 
  2 Sonoma State University  'A'                        4:05.36   1 
  3 City College OF San Francisco  'A'                  4:11.76   1 
  4 Unnattached San Francisco  'A'                      4:11.91   2 
  5 Santa Clara University  'A'                         4:20.71   1 
  6 Modesto Junior College  'A'                         4:22.74   1 
  7 Csu Stanislaus  'B'                                 4:24.79   1 
  8 Santa Clara University  'B'                         4:43.18   2 




        MEET: $    6-02  1989        TONYA MENDOCA, UNAT                       
    NCAA "A": ! 5-10.50                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 5-06.50                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Hamlett, Ashley              San Francisco ST       4-10.00  
  2 Neely, Tamara                Unattached             4-08.00  
  2 Bermudez, Haley              Csu Stanislaus         4-08.00  
  4 White, Christina             San Francisco ST       4-06.00  
  5 Adams, Lisa                  Modesto JC             4-04.00  




        MEET: $    12-03  2004        BERGAN HERNANDEZ, NAPVA                  
    NCAA "A": ! 13-01.50                                                       
   NCAA  "B": % 11-05.75                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Neely, Tamara                Unattached            10-00.00  
  2 Anderson, Suzanne            Modesto JC             9-06.00  
  3 Ehrhart, Sarah               Chabot                 9-00.00  




        MEET: $ 19-07.75  1991        CHRISTINA SWAN, STANFORD TC              
    NCAA "A": ! 20-06.25                                                       
   NCAA  "B": %    18-08                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
  1 Janovetz, Heather            San Francisco ST      15-11.00   2.3 
  2 Bledsoe, Aziza               San Francisco ST      15-10.00   2.0 
  3 Young, Christina             San Francisco ST      15-03.00   0.7 
  4 Vega, Antonia                Modesto JC            15-02.00   3.5 




        MEET: $ 38-01.75  2004        LORETTA MCKINNEY, CSU STANISLAUS         
    NCAA "A": ! 41-00.25                                                       
   NCAA  "B": % 38-00.75                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
  1 McKinney, Loretta            Csu Stanislaus        40-02.00   2.7 
  2 Young, Christina             San Francisco ST      33-10.00   3.2 
  3 Haluck, Christina            Unattached            32-00.00   0.5 
  4 Janovetz, Heather            San Francisco ST      31-03.00   6.5 




        MEET: $ 46-05  2001        CHANDRA FLINN, SACRAMENTO TC                
    NCAA "A": ! 50-00                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 43-06                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Watson, Liz                  Fresno Pac            40-11.00  
  2 Borck, Keely                 Sonoma State          39-11.00  
  3 Mausia, Lisa                 San Francisco ST      38-08.50  
  4 McAmis, Molly                Fresno Pac            38-07.00  
  5 Sargent, Heather             Csu Stanislaus        34-04.50  
  6 Emeh, EJ                     San Francisco ST      33-09.50  
  7 Vaterlaus, Lauren            San Francisco ST      29-08.00  
  8 Gooding, Diane               Ccsf                  29-04.50  
  9 Tousaint, Meghan             Chabot                28-07.00  
 10 Bixel, Amy                   Modesto JC            26-05.50  
 11 Kirk, Natassia               San Francisco ST      25-09.50  




        MEET: $ 208-07  2001        SUZY POWELL, ASICS TC                      
    NCAA "A": ! 166-00                                                         
   NCAA  "B": % 144-04                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Farely, Jaime                Unattached           143-10.50  
  2 Benson, Christine            Csu Stanislaus          136-03  
  3 McAmis, Molly                Fresno Pac           129-08.50  
  4 Grubb, Trisha                Csu Stanislaus          129-06  
  5 Borck, Keely                 Sonoma State         124-05.50  
  6 Reyes, Stacie                Csu Stanislaus          121-00  
  7 Mausia, Lisa                 San Francisco ST        117-09  
  8 Bixel, Amy                   Modesto JC           107-08.50  
  9 Emeh, EJ                     San Francisco ST        107-03  
 10 Tousaint, Meghan             Chabot                  100-11  
 11 Weinmann, Liisa              Fresno Pac            95-11.50  
 12 Vaterlaus, Lauren            San Francisco ST      70-09.50  




        MEET: $ 182-09  1994        LIZ LEGAULT, UNAT                          
    NCAA "A": ! 185-00                                                         
   NCAA  "B": % 159-11                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Benson, Christine            Csu Stanislaus          179-08% 
  2 Desoto, Tia                  Unattached           179-00.50% 
  3 Farely, Jaime                Unattached              154-07  
  4 Borck, Keely                 Sonoma State            153-08  
  5 McAmis, Molly                Fresno Pac              153-06  
  6 Grubb, Trisha                Csu Stanislaus          149-08  
  7 Pino, Emily                  Csu Stanislaus          148-06  
  8 Emeh, EJ                     San Francisco ST     139-06.50  
  9 Reyes, Stacie                Csu Stanislaus          136-04  
 10 Mausia, Lisa                 San Francisco ST     124-03.50  
 11 Weinmann, Liisa              Fresno Pac           120-01.50  
 12 Watson, Liz                  Fresno Pac           117-03.50  
 13 Tousaint, Meghan             Chabot                  110-09  
 14 Sargent, Heather             Csu Stanislaus          109-08  
 15 Bixel, Amy                   Modesto JC               98-07  
 16 Vaterlaus, Lauren            San Francisco ST         97-02  




        MEET: $ 166-09  1996        AMY BUBLACK, UNAT                          
    NCAA "A": ! 155-00                                                         
   NCAA  "B": % 134-00                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Gomes, Marci                 San Francisco ST      99-02.25  
  2 Bledsoe, Aziza               San Francisco ST      98-03.75  
  3 Pino, Emily                  Csu Stanislaus           96-11  
  4 Ehde, Yannika                Csu Stanislaus           93-11  
  5 Pino, Desirae                Modesto JC            85-05.25  
  6 Bixel, Amy                   Modesto JC               80-10  
  6 Fisher, Tiffany              Modesto JC               80-10  
  8 Adams, Lisa                  Modesto JC            79-08.25  
  9 Vanwinkle, Lorin             Chabot                   72-04  
 10 Gooding, Diane               Ccsf                     71-01  
 
Men 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
        MEET: $ 10.50  1993        EDDIE WONG, SFSU                            
    NCAA "A": ! 10.30                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 10.65                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Coleman, Jared               Csu Stanislaus           10.76   2.8  1 
  2 Snaer, Demitrius             Unat-Snaer               10.79   2.8  1 
  3 Borosso, Marques             Modesto JC               10.81   2.8  1 
  4 Cunningham, Nick             Unattached               10.92   2.8  1 
  5 Lofall, Jacque               Unattached               10.99   2.8  1 
  6 Sibley, Justin               Ccsf                     11.12   2.8  1 
  7 Tyson, Darryl                Modesto JC               11.14   2.0  2 
  8 Fitzpatrick, Ryan            Unattached               11.33   2.8  1 
  9 Jackson, Steven              Modesto JC               11.37   2.0  2 
 10 Mason, Julius                Unattached               11.38   2.7  3 
 11 Taylor, Jerome               Modesto JC               11.43   2.0  2 
 12 White, Jamal                 Humboldt State           11.46   2.7  3 
 13 Morning, Kevin               Unattached               11.50   2.0  2 
 14 Harkins, Daniel              Unat MC                  11.57   2.0  2 
 15 Mancine, Daniel              Modesto JC               11.60   2.0  2 
 16 Purganau, Nathya             Unattached               11.67   2.7  3 
 17 McCrimon, Andrew             Csu Stanislaus           11.74   2.7  3 
 18 Hill, William                Chabot                   12.14   2.0  2 
 
Men 200 Meter Run
========================================================================
        MEET: $ 21.22  1992        WALTER CRANFORD, SACRAMENTO TC              
    NCAA "A": ! 20.65                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 21.50                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Cunningham, Nick             Unattached               21.65   1.9  1 
  2 Coleman, Jared               Csu Stanislaus           21.95   1.9  1 
  3 Borosso, Marques             Modesto JC               22.06   1.9  1 
  3 Lofall, Jacque               Unattached               22.06   1.9  1 
  5 Hollister, Ryan              Phreatic TC              22.36   1.9  1 
  6 Noon, Joe                    Unattached               22.47   1.9  1 
  7 Bland, Neal                  Unat-Snaer               22.69   NWI  2 
  8 Tyson, Darryl                Modesto JC               22.71   1.9  1 
  9 Sibley, Justin               Ccsf                     22.72   NWI  2 
 10 Morning, Kevin               Unattached               23.12   NWI  2 
 11 Thaler, Brendan              Unattached               23.21   NWI  4 
 12 Mason, Julius                Unattached               23.22   NWI  2 
 13 Waller, Brandon              Unattached               23.31   NWI  4 
 14 Freitas, Dean                Modesto JC               23.44   NWI  3 
 15 Taylor, Jerome               Modesto JC               23.52   NWI  3 
 16 White, Jamal                 Humboldt State           23.67   NWI  2 
 17 Solomon, Ganillo             Unattached               23.75   NWI  4 
 18 Stafford, Maurice            Chabot                   23.77   NWI  3 
 19 Jones, Bobby                 Ccsf                     23.79   NWI  2 
 20 Dragoo, Chad                 Modesto JC               23.96   NWI  3 
 21 McCrimon, Andrew             Csu Stanislaus           24.12   NWI  3 
 22 Astle, Seth                  Humboldt State           24.13   NWI  2 
 23 Wright, Andrew               Humboldt State           24.16   NWI  4 
 24 Langton, Johnathan           UC Santa Cruz            24.30   NWI  3 
 25 Hill, William                Chabot                   24.53   NWI  3 
 26 White, Brian                 Chabot                   24.67   NWI  4 
 27 Williams, Hugh               Humboldt State           26.15   NWI  3 
 
Men 400 Meter Run
===================================================================
        MEET: $ 47.33  2004        TIM BROWN, UNAT                             
    NCAA "A": ! 46.50                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 48.00                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Brown, Tim                   Unattached               48.60   1 
  2 Gilbert, Brant               Modesto JC               49.40   1 
  3 Bland, Neal                  Unat-Snaer               49.97   1 
  4 Noon, Joe                    Unattached               50.06   1 
  5 Clinton, Tyler               Csu Stanislaus           50.58   1 
  6 Galindo, Chris               Una Sac St.              51.12   1 
  7 Waller, Brandon              Unattached               51.88   2 
  8 Binschus, Chris              Humboldt State           52.66   1 
  9 Astle, Seth                  Humboldt State           52.82   2 
 10 Shaw, Kris                   Csu Stanislaus           53.34   2 
 11 Dragoo, Chad                 Modesto JC               53.63   3 
 12 Lathan, Sean                 Modesto JC               53.66   3 
 13 Stafford, Maurice            Chabot                   53.67   2 
 14 Freitas, Dean                Modesto JC               53.79   2 
 15 Langton, Johnathan           UC Santa Cruz            53.93   3 
 16 Jones, Bobby                 Ccsf                     54.01   1 
 17 Bettencourt, Dan             Santa Clara              54.05   2 
 18 Granillo, Solomon            Unattached               54.19   2 
 19 White, Brian                 Chabot                   54.75   3 
 20 Northon, Ben                 Modesto JC               56.91   3 
 21 Gutierrez, Sebastian         Modesto JC               56.93   4 
 22 Flexman, Chaz                Santa Clara              58.15   2 
 23 Crosby, Skitch               UC Santa Cruz            59.76   4 
 24 Williams, Hugh               Humboldt State         1:00.45   4 
 25 Escoto, Jose                 Chabot                 1:02.16   4 
 
Men 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
        MEET: $ 1:48.74  1997        BRIAN WILKINSON, HARTNELL JC              
    NCAA "A": ! 1:49.40                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 1:53.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Paneda, Jeff                 Modesto JC             1:56.25   1 
  2 Wright, Andrew               Humboldt State         1:58.05   1 
  3 Garcia, Art                  Csu Stanislaus         1:58.47   1 
  4 Ramos, Martin                Csu Stanislaus         1:59.05   1 
  5 Furnan, Chris                Santa Clara            1:59.20   1 
  6 Lopes, Mike                  Ccsf                   1:59.68   1 
  7 Thyken, JP                   Santa Clara            1:59.94   2 
  8 Hoggess, Jguwon              Modesto JC             2:00.29   2 
  9 Stief, Chri                  Modesto JC             2:01.24   1 
 10 Graham, Taylor               Santa Clara            2:02.03   1 
 11 Scoggins, Trevor             Humboldt State         2:02.40   2 
 12 Rydman, Jacob                Ctm TC                 2:02.60   2 
 13 Harrington, Vince            Ccsf                   2:03.07   2 
 14 Tuss, Ryan                   Humboldt State         2:03.19   2 
 15 Kostock, Brian               Humboldt State         2:03.72   3 
 16 Hannon, Mike                 Santa Clara            2:03.84   2 
 17 Garcia, Leonardo             UC Santa Cruz          2:04.07   3 
 18 Cisneros, Jesus              Humboldt State         2:05.08   4 
 19 Freyermuth, Justin           Csu Stanislaus         2:05.10   3 
 20 Thaler, Brendan              Unattached             2:05.74   3 
 21 Madrigal, Ernesto            Csu Stanislaus         2:06.43   2 
 22 Ochoa, Cal                   Santa Clara            2:06.50   3 
 23 Daubenseck, John             Humboldt State         2:06.90   2 
 24 Gonzales, Daniel             Modesto JC             2:07.29   4 
 25 Crawford, Isaac              Csu Stanislaus         2:07.91   4 
 26 Rivera, Mark                 Csu Stanislaus         2:07.94   3 
 27 Esparza, Ruben               Unattached             2:08.35   3 
 28 Avila, Trent                 Csu Stanislaus         2:10.11   4 
 29 Samson, Bjorn                Humboldt State         2:13.43   4 
 30 Avalos, Ricardo              Chabot                 2:14.68   4 
 31 Harrer, Tom                  Ctm TC                 2:15.26   3 
 32 Gonzales, Humberto           Modesto JC             2:16.03   1 
 33 Brown, Chris                 Unat MC                2:20.69   4 
 34 Escoto, Jose                 Chabot                 2:29.40   4 
 
Men 1500 Meter Run
================================================================
        MEET: $ 3:55.94  1994        ALEJANDRO RAMIREZ, SAN JOAQUIN DELTA      
    NCAA "A": ! 3:47.00                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 3:54.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Binschus, Chris              Humboldt State         4:05.99  
  2 Kostock, Brian               Humboldt State         4:08.47  
  3 Lopez, Manny                 Unattached             4:09.33  
  4 Madrigal, Ernesto            Csu Stanislaus         4:12.89  
  5 Ramos, Martin                Csu Stanislaus         4:13.01  
  6 Rivera, Mark                 Csu Stanislaus         4:14.35  
  7 Doerhoff, Chris              Santa Clara            4:14.58  
  8 Omine, Chikara               Gator TC               4:15.28  
  9 Rydman, Jacob                Ctm TC                 4:16.06  
 10 Bor, Batbileg                Gator TC               4:16.71  
 11 Moorty, Kiran                Unattached             4:17.33  
 12 Delaurenti, Mike             Santa Clara            4:17.79  
 13 Gumbs, Chris                 Santa Clara            4:18.93  
 14 Padilla, Alex                Modesto JC             4:19.12  
 15 Avila, Trent                 Csu Stanislaus         4:19.63  
 16 Gomez, Marcos                Chabot                 4:20.09  
 17 Blumel, AJ                   Santa Clara            4:20.93  
 18 Freyermuth, Justin           Csu Stanislaus         4:21.55  
 19 Blaylock, Larry              Humboldt State         4:21.75  
 20 Harrer, Tom                  Ctm TC                 4:22.69  
 20 Crawford, Isaac              Csu Stanislaus         4:22.69  
 22 Arcelona, Nick               Santa Clara            4:22.96  
 23 Elam, Jimmy                  Unattached             4:24.63  
 24 Vonstade, Lance              Modesto JC             4:24.81  
 25 Moya-Smith, Sandino          Gator TC               4:29.19  
 26 Cisneros, Jesus              Humboldt State         4:34.73  
 27 Povey, Matt                  Gator TC               4:38.27  
 28 Sarmiento, Sergio            Modesto JC             4:44.32  
 29 Cruz, Chris                  Gator TC               4:47.10  
 30 Knoepfle, Jeff               Modesto JC             4:50.86  
 31 Avalos, Ricardo              Chabot                 4:55.50  
 32 McDonald, Dave               Chabot                 5:22.37  
 
Men 5000 Meter Run
================================================================
        MEET: $ 14:55.58  1994        DAN ZOLDAK, UNAT                         
    NCAA "A": ! 14:00.00                                                       
   NCAA  "B": % 14:50.00                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Nuci, Miguel                 Unattached            15:38.53  
  2 Lopez, Manny                 Unattached            16:12.08  
  3 Cuevas, Ricky                Modesto JC            16:16.76  
  4 Gomez, Marcos                Chabot                16:59.89  
  5 Padilla, Alex                Modesto JC            17:05.72  
  6 Gomez, Francisco             Chabot                17:08.78  
  7 Davis, Stepfon               Holy Names            17:40.15  
  8 Sanchez, Darryl              Holy Names            18:06.93  
  9 Sarmiento, Sergio            Modesto JC            20:11.28  
 
Men 110 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
        MEET: $ 14.24  1993        PERRY DONAFIELD, VISA                       
    NCAA "A": ! 13.90                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 14.75                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 McGowan, Guy                 Unattached               14.78   1.3  1 
  2 Gnepa, Polly                 Unattached               14.99   1.3  1 
  3 Perry, Gulliver              Unattached               15.30   1.3  1 
  4 Caris, Ryan                  Unat-Snaer               15.31   1.3  1 
  5 Wright, Daniel               Unattached               16.35   1.5  2 
  6 Hooper, Kalilil              Ccsf                     16.93   1.3  1 
  7 Eason, Desmond               Csu Stanislaus           17.76   1.5  2 
  8 Astle, Seth                  Humboldt State           18.54   1.5  2 
 
Men 400 Meter Hurdles
================================================================
        MEET: $ 52.13  1992        FORIKA MCDOUGAL, ARMY                       
    NCAA "A": ! 51.70                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 53.30                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Shelton, Ronail              Ram TC                   56.54  
  2 Perry, Gulliver              Unattached               58.57  
  3 Eason, Desmond               Csu Stanislaus         1:00.11  
  4 Orallo, Ryan                 Unat-Snaer             1:01.06  
  5 Webber, Jeff                 UC Santa Cruz          1:03.52  
  6 Blaylock, Larry              Humboldt State         1:09.08  
 
Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase
================================================================
        MEET: $ 9:34.64  1994        BART STEPHENS, INFINITY TC                
    NCAA "A": ! 9:00.00                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 9:24.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Chong, Andrew                Humboldt State         9:53.02  
  2 Greene, Jeef                 Modesto JC            10:31.27  
  3 Palma, Jose                  Unattached            10:32.56  
  4 Gonzales, Humberto           Modesto JC            10:39.34  
 
Men 4x100 Meter Relay
================================================================
        MEET: $ 41.24  1995        SAN JOAQUIN DELTA, SAN JOAQUIN DELTA        
    NCAA "A": ! 40.00                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 41.15                                                          
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 Modesto Junior College  'A'                           42.10  
  2 Unattached Snaer  'A'                                 42.78  
  3 Modesto Junior College  'B'                           44.07  
  4 Chabot College  'A'                                   45.97  
  5 Unat MC  'A'                                          47.47  
 
Men 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
        MEET: $ 3:13.56  1997        SACRAMENTO CC, SACRAMENTO CC              
    NCAA "A": ! 3:09.00                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 3:13.30                                                        
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Unattached Snaer  'A'                               3:22.29   1 
  2 Modesto Junior College  'A'                         3:23.76   1 
  3 Csu Stanislaus  'A'                                 3:27.15   1 
  4 Humboldt State  'A'                                 3:33.20   1 
  5 Modesto Junior College  'B'                         3:39.24   1 
  6 Chabot College  'A'                                 3:40.29   2 
  7 Csu Stanislaus  'B'                                 3:43.28   1 
  8 Santa Clara University  'B'                         3:44.04   2 
  9 Modesto Junior College  'C'                         3:46.96   2 




        MEET: $    7-01  1989        RUSSELL CLARK, ARMY                       
    NCAA "A": !    7-01                                                        
   NCAA  "B": % 6-09.75                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Wright, Daniel               Unattached             6-00.00  
  2 Robbins, Bryan               Modesto JC             5-10.00  
  3 Hooper, Kalilil              Ccsf                   5-08.00  
 -- McDonald, Dave               Chabot                      NH  
 -- Granillo, Solomon            Unattached                  NH  
 -- Dragoo, Chad                 Modesto JC                  NH  




        MEET: $ 17-06  1996        KEVIN DRUMMEY, UNAT                         
    NCAA "A": ! 17-00                                                          
   NCAA  "B": % 15-09                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Lindenberg, David            Gator TC              14-06.00  
  1 Beavers, Beau                Csu Stanislaus        14-06.00  
  3 Shaw, Kris                   Csu Stanislaus        13-00.00  
  4 Gutierrez, Sebastian         Modesto JC            12-06.00  
  5 McDonald, Dave               Chabot                 8-06.00  
 -- Chapell, Eldwin              Csu Stanislaus              NH  




        MEET: $ 24-02.75  1991        CURTIS RODGERS, SACRAMENTO TC            
    NCAA "A": !    25-04                                                       
   NCAA  "B": %    23-08                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
  1 Green, Ross                  Csu Stanislaus        21-07.50   2.2 
  2 Wiley, Adal                  Csu Stanislaus        21-06.00   1.8 
  3 Stephens, Cameron            Unattached            20-08.00   3.0 
  4 Bell, Asher                  Unattached            20-04.50   1.7 
  5 Harkins, Bryan               Unat MC               20-03.50   0.6 
  6 Granillo, Solomon            Unattached            20-02.50   2.0 
  7 Aguilar, Javier              Unattached            20-01.50   0.7 
  8 Purganau, Nathya             Unattached            19-11.00   0.3 
  9 Freitas, Dean                Modesto JC            19-10.50   2.1 
 10 Cardenas, Tim                Unattached            19-09.00   2.9 
 11 Drads, Tony                  Unattached            19-05.50   1.8 
 12 Simmons, Jamal               Csu Stanislaus        19-05.00   3.2 
 13 Tun, Viry                    Unattached            19-01.00   2.7 
 14 Mancine, Daniel              Modesto JC            19-00.00   2.6 
 15 Robbins, Bryan               Modesto JC            18-11.50   2.0 
 16 Tyson, Darryl                Modesto JC            18-02.00   1.2 




        MEET: $ 52-02.75  1989        CHARLES SWINDELL, ARMY                   
    NCAA "A": !    51-00                                                       
   NCAA  "B": %    47-09                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
  1 Wiley, Adal                  Csu Stanislaus        44-07.75   4.5 
  2 Hollister, Coach             Unattached            44-02.50   1.4 
  3 Stephens, Cameron            Unattached            42-03.50   3.4 
  4 Aguilar, Javier              Unattached            42-01.50   2.2 
  5 Tun, Viry                    Unattached            41-03.00   3.7 
  6 Bell, Asher                  Unattached            41-00.50   1.6 
  7 Cardenas, Tim                Unattached            40-09.00   2.3 
  8 Stephens, Roderick           Unattached            39-10.50   2.5 
  9 Pargo, Chad                  Unattached            39-08.00   2.2 
 10 Hooper, Kalilil              Ccsf                  39-06.50   2.1 
 11 Drads, Tony                  Unattached            38-07.75   2.6 




        MEET: $    55-09  1992        DENNIS DESOTO, SACRAMENTO TC             
    NCAA "A": ! 60-00.25                                                       
   NCAA  "B": %    52-06                                                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Page, Brendan                Unattached            54-06.00% 
  2 Sprague, Cole                Csu Stanislaus        53-05.50% 
  3 Johal, Ranbir                Csu Stanislaus        47-11.00  
  4 Ben-Shushan, Shlomi          Fresno Pac            45-02.50  
  5 Hamilton, Linnell            Ccsf                  39-02.50  
  6 Norris, Michael              Modesto JC            36-11.50  
  7 Robbins, Bryan               Modesto JC            31-11.00  
  8 Smallwood, Garrett           Chabot                31-01.00  
 -- Scott, Jeff                  Csu Stanislaus            FOUL  




        MEET: $ 189-03  2000        MARK DAVIS, UNAT                           
    NCAA "A": ! 175-00                                                         
   NCAA  "B": % 161-00                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Page, Brendan                Unattached              175-00! 
  2 Ordaz, Mario                 Fresno Pac              159-05  
  3 Johal, Ranbir                Csu Stanislaus          155-01  
  4 Myers, Jason                 Unattached              145-06  
  5 Fahey, Tom                   Unattached              139-08  
  6 Ben-Shushan, Shlomi          Fresno Pac              124-01  
  7 Spivey, Jeff                 Humboldt State          119-05  
  8 Burrell, Anthony             Chabot                  116-00  
  9 Norris, Michael              Modesto JC              108-06  
 10 McDonald, Dave               Chabot                   99-01  
 11 Stuteman, Dan                Chabot                   64-06  
 -- Scott, Jeff                  Csu Stanislaus            FOUL  




        MEET: $ 215-05  1992        DAVE DEBUS, SACRAMENTO TC                  
    NCAA "A": ! 200-00                                                         
   NCAA  "B": % 172-00                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Sprague, Cole                Csu Stanislaus          200-01! 
  2 Ben-Shushan, Shlomi          Fresno Pac              177-02% 
  3 Page, Brendan                Unattached              171-00  
  4 Poncetta, Mike               Unattached              162-00  
  5 Myers, Jason                 Unattached              153-00  
  6 Studwell, Matt               Unattached              144-06  
  7 Burrell, Anthony             Chabot                  105-01  
  7 Norris, Michael              Modesto JC              105-01  
  9 Smallwood, Garrett           Chabot                   93-08  
 10 Stuteman, Dan                Chabot                   84-10  




        MEET: $ 219-00  1996        KENNY HALL, UNAT                           
    NCAA "A": ! 218-00                                                         
   NCAA  "B": % 193-00                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Northon, Ben                 Modesto JC              172-08  
  2 Hansen, John                 Unattached              163-05  
  3 Burrell, Anthony             Chabot                  131-07  
  4 Gutierrez, Sebastian         Modesto JC              128-08  
  5 Morgan, Andy                 Csu Stanislaus          123-04  
  6 Stuteman, Dan                Chabot                  108-00  
